
Big Basin Rattlesnake Rock Syrah 2012

WINEMAKER NOTES: 
Vineyard and Region Information:
Rattlesnake Rock was the first of our vineyard blocks to be planted in 2000. It consists 
primarily of an Alban Cote Rotie field selection with some Alban Baby Block selection 
and clones 174 and 470. This exposed and often windy vineyard is located between 
1300-1400 ft elevation with the steep South and South/West facing rows oriented North-
South with 8x4 ft spacing. The soils are a metric of high iron content shale and 
sandstone with shallow clay loam topsoil.

Vintage Notes: 
The hallmark of the 2012 vintage across all of our wines are the vibrant, perfumed 
aromatics, wonderful fruit core, great texture and focused, yet supple tannins. The 
classic 2012 vintage offered perfect growing conditions for long hang time and 
maximum complexities in the final wine.

Wine Notes: 
Our 2012 Rattlesnake Rock Syrah is a well balanced expression of the varietal. Black 
and red fruit abound, layered with smoked meats and fresh cracked black pepper. There 
is plenty of perfume on this wine, and the aromatics enthrall with notes of lavender and 
crushed violets. This is a wine that will really benefit from decanting or bottle aging for 
another 3-5 years, and you can expect this baby to go the long haul, peaking anywhere 
from 7-10 years from vintage. We can eagerly recommend this wine to be paired with 
grilled lamb chops during a warm summer evening.

Wine Reviews: 
"The 2012 Syrah Rattlesnake Rock, from Big Basin's home vineyard, is powerful, 
structured and intense, with a compelling interplay of dense fruit and supporting tannin, 
but less in the way of aromatics. Savory herbs, smoke, game, tobacco and licorice flesh 
out on the ample finish." 
- Antonio Galloni, Vinous. 93 points

"The 2012 Syrah Rattlesnake Rock is pretty and lively, with a lot of black raspberry, cassis, sappy herbs, 
cracked pepper, violets and mint. Medium to full-bodied, nicely concentrated and fresh, it has bright 
acidity, a silky, finesse-driven personality and a decade of longevity." - Jeb Dunnuck, Robert Parker Jr's 
Wine Advocate. 91 points 

WINE INFORMATION 
Varietal(s): 98% Syrah & 2% Viognier
Appellation: Santa Cruz Mountains
Harvested: October 8th, 2012
Winemaking: 7% whole cluster, cold soak, hand punched, indigenous yeast
Barrel aged 22 months in French oak barrels
Bottled unfined and unfiltered August 2014
Alcohol 14.3%
225 cases produced


